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Recreation News

Summer Camp
Registration
for
the
2013
Ultimate Slammin’ Summer Series
begins April 1. Exciting activities
and adventuresome field trips are
planned for campers age 6-12. Camp
hours are 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Easter Egg Hunt
Webster’s Annual Easter Egg
Hunt is Saturday, March 30. Peter
Cottontail promises that “eggcitement” begins at 10 a.m. in
Walnut Avenue Park for four age
groups, 0-4, 5-7, 8-10, and seniors.

For more information about these exciting activities, call Bryan Morgan at
281.316.4137 or check www.cityofwebster.com.

COVER – Artist conception of humanoid robots venturing into dangerous situations. Webster’s TRACLabs is competing
in the DARPA Robotics Challenge to bring these first-responder robots “to life.” Image courtesy of DARPA.
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Letter from the City Manager

History is a Great Teacher
History shows that Webster
experienced significant growth in sales
tax from 2003 to a peak in 2008.
Understandably, in line with the

failing national economy after 2008,
the revenues to the City began to
decline. However, at the end of our
fiscal year in 2012, our sales tax
revenue experienced modest gains
and showed resurgence back near the
2007 level.
Maintaining Reserves
During the “lean” years, the City
Staff took many measures to cut
spending, including hiring and wage
curtailments and freezes, trimming
programs and eliminating discretionary
spending while keeping our reserve

2003 – $6,163,015
2004 – $5,859,685
2005 – $6,099,901
2006 – $7,365,162
2007 – $7,425,532
2008 – $8,687,164
2009 – $8,630,449
2010 – $8,296,652
2011 – $8,974,754
2012 – $10,236,151

Webster’s Healthy Fund Balance
Today, we hear about Texas’
“Rainy Day Fund.” With all the
opinions about what Texas will do
with its state emergency account, it
is imperative to note that most cities
carry about 25% of their General
Fund operating budget in reserve for
emergencies and, when healthy, strive
to cash fund municipal projects. While
governmental accounting standards
recommend that cities carry a fund
balance of at least 25%, Webster’s
fund balance is exceeding 57%.
The rationale behind Webster’s
healthy fund balance is due to the
municipality’s composition. A vast
majority of cities in Texas are known
as “Ad Valorem” cities meaning that
their general funds are generated
predominantly from property taxes.

While ad valorem cities typically have
higher tax rates, they can usually
calculate their anticipated revenue
with great accuracy. Webster, on the
other hand, generates most of its
operating fund from “Sales Tax,” which
accounts for our low property tax
rate when compared to surrounding
cities. Given the monthly up and down
nature of sales tax, especially in recent
economic times, Webster’s sizable
reserve fund can account for the
volatility in the market and instability
of consumer spending.
Not only does the nature of sales
tax place additional burden on Staff
to predict the revenue stream when
planning future budgets, it mandates
that Staff be very conservative in its
estimates. Notwithstanding the City’s
major reliance on sales tax revenue for
operations, Webster’s healthy bottom
line also gives us some options not
available to other ad valorem cities,
which will be explained below.

General Fund Reserves

2003 – $7,682,515
2004 – $7,567,240
2005 – $8,800,250
2006 – $9,767,677
2007 – $10,659,321
2008 – $10,906,308
2009 – $10,828,541
2010 – $9,787,335
2011 – $10,246,579
2012 – $10,495,149

At a time when
the
Nation’s
fiscal matters are
grabbing headlines
and in the midst
Wayne Sabo,
Webster City Manager of uncertainty, I
believe it important
to highlight some of the more
significant aspects of Webster’s
financial condition as it relates to
you, the taxpayer. With national debt
in crisis, it is easy to think that all
levels of government are in serious
trouble. Webster, however, under the
leadership of the Mayor and Council
and through the efforts of a hardworking Staff, remains stable and
fiscally sound.
Texas municipalities are heavily
regulated and mandated to present
a balanced budget. Legislation has
been passed to ensure that cities are
transparent in all financial matters,
and while it appears that lawmakers
who enacted that legislation forget
to follow their own guidelines and
principles, cities must toe the line.

General Fund Sales Tax Revenue

fund above 45%.
While, at present, we see slight gains
in our economic well-being, we remain
diligent in being efficient and effective
in our operations. Moreover, we have
maintained a substantial uncommitted
fund balance reserve to ensure our
economic health and vitality.
Options Often Misunderstood
Because of the discussions at the
national level, probably the most
misunderstood aspect of municipal
financing concerns the issuing of debt
to pay for improvements and facilities.
While there are many options for
www.cityofwebster.com

Unfunded Mandates
With the current national debt
crisis, it is easy to say that debt is bad.
But when managed properly, it can be a
valuable tool. It must be acknowledged
that many times the City receives
“unfunded” mandates from the State
and Federal Government. At times,
to pay cash for such projects would
virtually wipe out the General Fund
Reserve. For instance, a recent
State-mandated project was the
expansion of Webster’s wastewater
plant to double its capacity for future
growth. That project, which had to
www.cityofwebster.com

be completed to allow continued
development, cost over $8 million. By
issuing debt, the City used investors’
funds to build the infrastructure and
spread the payments over time at a
very low interest rate. By using the
time payments, the current Webster
residents were not saddled with the
entire bill on the backs of their taxes
or utility rates, and future residents
will share the costs for service from
which they will benefit.
Balanced Budget Options
As previously mentioned, the
City Staff must present a balanced
budget, and one of the advantages
that Webster has is that very healthy
reserve in the General Fund. A
balanced budget can and should
include a “planned use of fund balance”
when the option is there. We can and
do cash fund smaller projects that are
needed to serve the City, as long as
we can maintain our emergency fund
(by policy at or above 33%).
Another option is available–the
early payoff of debt and/or refinancing
of debt. Webster has recently done
both of these options.
In 2012, City Council approved the
refunding (refinancing) on the General
Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series
2005. The Series 2005 G.O. Bonds
carried interest rates from 4.0% to
4.125%. Refinancing these bonds at
a net interest rate of just over 1%
yielded a total savings of $1,159,749.
In March 2013, the City will pay off
the remaining principal balance (20142020 maturities) on its Certificates of
Obligation, Series 2005 to save over
$90,000 in interest costs and reduce
annual debt service payments for the
next seven years.
Doubled Net Worth - Reduced Debt
The bottom line is that over the past
decade, the City of Webster has
literally doubled the net worth of
the City’s assets and, at the same
time, significantly reduced debt.

So that it is clearly understood,
using sound management and financial
conservatism, the Council and Staff
have reduced the total ratio of
“Debt Service” to make debt
payments from 22.41% to only
9.84% of tax revenue while still
staying under $.30 per $100 value
on property taxes.

2003 – 22.41%
2004 – 15.66%
2005 – 15.79%
2006 – 14.37%
2007 – 13.30%
2008 – 13.14%
2009 – 11.43%
2010 – 10.86%
2011 – 10.13%
2012 – 9.84%

issuing debt, I will only discuss debt in
general terms.
First, almost all cities issue debt to
finance projects and infrastructure.
Unlike Congress, we cannot print
more money, and we are regulated
by law as to how much debt can be
issued. This is sometimes called “debt
capacity.” We carefully calculate
debt capacity, its effect on your
property tax rate, and the need for
the municipal project. Unlike the
Federal Government, we must initially
present a balanced budget, which
includes needed municipal projects
(Capital Improvement Program), and is
approved by the governing body. Once
approved, a tax rate is proposed to
support the budget. This total tax rate
is broken down into two components,
the amount needed to pay debt (Debt
Service or Interest and Sinking Fund)
and the amount needed to run the city
(Operations and Maintenance).
Secondly, by law, we must set the
debt service first. Cities “sell” debt
on the municipal (Tax Free) Bond
market. Since the bonds are for a
public purpose, they are tax free to
the investor. The advantage to this is
that investors are willing to accept a
lower interest rate of return because
of the tax-free status, and cities
pay extremely low interest rates–
oftentimes, well below 3-4% (currently
1.75% is possible).

Spring 2013

Debt Service

2003 – 0.24000
2004 – 0.25100
2005 – 0.26800
2006 – 0.25750
2007 – 0.25750
2008 – 0.24887
2009 – 0.20600
2010 – 0.23252
2011 – 0.25750
2012 – 0.28528
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Tax Rates per $100 valuation

Just as cities must spend money to
provide public services, municipalities
can demonstrate tangible benefits to
their citizens for those expenditures.
Certainly, in the City of Webster, our
pledge is to continually find ways to
apply conservative principles to be
both efficient and effective with the
dollars you have entrusted to us and
maintain our commitment to keep
property taxes low by cultivating a
vibrant commercial tax base.

Summer 2013
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Backbone of Texas – I-45 Expansion
Webster is most fortunate to be
prominently positioned along the
backbone of Texas—Interstate 45,
which traverses over 280 miles and
connects Dallas to Galveston. This
vital north-south artery, completed in
1971, has undergone some significant
expansion, especially in the WebsterClear Lake region. As the Gulf
Freeway, the portion of Interstate
45 between downtown Houston and
Galveston, accommodates 250,000
vehicles daily, many improvements
to the main lanes, interchanges, and
feeder roads have transpired. Just as
the obsolete, “cloverleaf” interchanges
at Interstate 45 and NASA Parkway
were wonderfully reconfigured with
the freeway traversing over NASA
Parkway, in similar manor, El Dorado
Boulevard and Bay Area Boulevard
will be reinvented and modernized.
The prognosis for smooth-flowing,
five-lane southbound and northbound

The Gulf Freeway was the first freeway built in Texas
and the first segment of I-45 – the Backbone of Texas.

main lanes, with an HOV lane in the
middle, plus three frontage road lanes
in each direction from downtown
Houston to Webster, is within reach.
Coming Soon
With the completion of the Dixie
Farm Road interchange, the next
Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT) project is El Dorado
Boulevard at I-45, with work on the
frontage roads and shoulders of the
main lanes commencing shortly. Phase
II of the project, which is removal of

the existing bridge and building the
main lanes over El Dorado, is slated
for August 2014 and is expected to
be completed within three months or
by November 2014. As TxDOT seeks
to reduce any negative effects of this
significant expansion—congestion and
detours, caused by construction—
work on Bay Area Boulevard won’t
begin until six months after El
Dorado’s completion—or February
2015.
The backbone of Texas and
Webster’s premier artery, Interstate
45, is keeping pace with residential
growth and an escalating visitor
population. Webster’s super-regional
population consists of over 3.4
million people, and projections call
for continued growth. Similarly, the
top point of origin for visitors to
Webster, Space Center Houston, and
Galveston is Dallas-Fort Worth, and
these tourists utilize Interstate 45.

City of Webster General Election
Election Information

The City of Webster will conduct a General Election on
May 11, 2013.

Información Sobre la Elección

La ciudad de Webster conducirá una Elección General el 11 de mayo del 2013.

Regístrese Para Votar

Register to Vote

Si desea votar en la elección del 11 de mayo, usted necesita estar registrado
para votar para el 11 de abril del 2013. Comuníquese con la Oficina del
Registrador de Votación para obtener información para registrarse para votar.

Positions on the Ballot

Las posiciones electorales en la boleta son para el Concejal Posición 3,
Concejal Posición 4, y el Concejal Posición 5.

Vote by Mail

El periodo para solicitar una boleta para votar por correo es del 12 de marzo
al 3 de mayo, 2013.

Early Voting

Early voting will be conducted in the City Secretary’s
Office at City Hall, 101 Pennsylvania Avenue as follows:
April 29-May 2, 7:30am-5:30pm
May 3, 7:30am-11:30am
May 6 & 7, 7am-7pm

La votación temprana (adelantada) se conducirá en la Oficina de la Secretaria
de la Ciudad en la Alcaldía, 101 Pennsylvania Avenue, Webster, durante las fechas
siguientes:
29 de abril al 2 de mayo, 7:30am-5:30pm
3 de mayo, 7:30am-11:30am
6 & 7 de mayo, 7am-7pm

On Election Day, voting will be conducted at the Webster
City Hall, 101 Pennsylvania Avenue, from 7am-7pm.

El día de la elección, la votación se conducirá en la Alcaldía de la Ciudad de
Webster, 101 Pennsylvania Avenue, de 7am-7pm.

Contact the City Secretary’s Office at 281-332-1826 or
visit the City’s website at www.cityofwebster.com for more
information.

Para más información, comuníquese con la Oficina de la Secretaria
de la Ciudad al 281-332-1826 o visite la página web de la Ciudad al
www.cityofwebster.com.

You must be registered to vote by April 11, 2013, if you
wish to vote in the May 11, 2013 election. Contact the Voter
Registrar’s Office for Voter Registration Information.
Positions on the Ballot for election are Council Position 3,
Council Position 4, and Council Position 5.
The period for submitting an application for a ballot to be
voted by mail is March 12-May 3, 2013.

Election Day

Los Puestos en la Boleta
Votación por Correo

Votación Temprana (Adelantada)

Día de la Elección
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Building a Hero – TRACLabs Competes in Robotics Challenge
Robotics Challenge Inside
Engineering Capital

Image courtesy of DARPA

Inside the Engineering Capital,
which is Webster, and home to
innovative aerospace, high-tech, and
biomedical companies, TRACLabs
is building a hero. The Webster
firm, renowned for its advanced
robotics and automation research and
development, is working on creating
the “brains” and the “brawn” software
to power a human-like robot that can
respond to disasters.

Autonomous robots are being developed to operate
in dangerous environments, completing tasks
that would be fatal to humans.

A Dangerous Mission
There is no question that intelligent
and dexterous robots are needed to
conduct a variety of dangerous and
strenuous missions in many arenas,
like disaster relief, space exploration,
military and police operations,
underwater reconnaissance, and
chemical plant and oil rig monitoring,
maintenance,
and
emergency
response.
In the case of the March 2011
Fukushima disaster in which a
9.0-earthquake struck Japan and
triggered a devastating tsunami and
www.cityofwebster.com

nuclear plant crisis, human response
was not an option—even with the
latest protective gear. While more
than 50,000 Fukushima residents
were evacuated over the course of
several weeks, the nuclear facility
remains off-limits to humans. In fact,
containment and clean-up of the
nuclear power plant by unmanned,
remote-controlled
equipment
is
projected to take four decades.
Fukushima, like Chernobyl, classified
as one of the most devastating
disasters in nuclear history, requires
an emergency response team of
ground robots capable of executing
complex tasks in dangerous, degraded
environments. The challenge to
develop human-like, autonomous
robots, predominantly for disaster
or emergency response, is one of the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency’s (DARPA’s) missions, and
Webster’s TRACLabs seeks to fulfill
this weighty assignment.
DARPA Robotics Challenge
TRACLabs, with its Webster
headquarters at Corporate Centre
Texas on Texas Avenue, has been
pioneering the science of robotics
and automation for the past two
decades. When the Department of
Defense’s DARPA Robotics Challenge
was issued in 2012 that would enable
companies and organizations to
qualify for the competition to develop
the hardware and software necessary
to
create
a
“first-responder”
humanoid bot, TRACLabs was one of
11 entities selected. While hundreds
of international applicants applied for
the competition, it’s important to
note that TRACLabs, a small company
with a full-time workforce of 13, was
selected alongside huge companies
and
universities—like
Lockheed
Martin, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), Carnegie Mellon,
and Ben-Gurion University.

Robonaut 2 is a humanoid robot designed to
work side by side with humans or go where
the risks are too great for people.

TRACLabs was chosen as a
contender based on the firm’s success
with Robonaut’s 3D perception
system and sensor-driven manipulator
that allows the robot aboard the
Space Station to maneuver, track,
and analyze objects, as well as grasp
tools and perform precise tasks. Also,
TRACLabs’ accomplishments for the
Army, like the thermal sensing system
for robots, which enables robots
to navigate their environment in
darkness and employ various tracking
modes, and a self-contained system,
which facilitates unmanned leaderfollowing for providing intelligence
while navigating novel, hazardous
environments, transporting cargo, and
extracting wounded soldiers from the
battlefield, illustrated this company’s
trailblazing acumen in developing
human-like layered intelligence with
advanced automation.
Formidable Tasks
As one of the 11 contenders for
the Robotics Challenge, TRACLabs
must develop by June 2013 the
software necessary for the humanoid
bot “Atlas” to accomplish three
arduous tasks—driving an all-terrain
four-wheel vehicle while avoiding
numerous obstacles, walking along
a 100-foot field that’s rubble strewn
with craters and rocks, and walking
up to a hose, attaching a spigot, and

Spring 2013
turning the valve for water flow.
Perception, speed, agility, balance,
and manipulation skills for these
surrogates will be tested in this first
virtual challenge. The execution of
each one of the three tasks is an
extraordinary feat—for a robot to
walk up to a vehicle, get inside, sit
down, grab the steering wheel, drive
with foot on pedal, avoid obstacles,
stop, get out, and walk away is nothing
short of algorithm genius. So many
layers of intelligence (combined with
physics and engineering brilliance) are
required to perform just a fraction of
each task.
For example, TRACLabs has spent
quite a lot of time on the robot’s “joint
environment” to enable the robot to
run, sit, straddle craters, bend over,
lift objects, and maintain balance on
rocky or uneven terrain or the robot’s
“vision system” to allow the robot
to scan and map environments to
reveal contours, objects, and distant
points for navigating vehicles, gates, or
obstacles.

a valve near a leaking pipe, replace a
component, such as a cooling pump,
and perform other activities associated
with emergency response.
DARPA’s
Robotics
Challenge,
divided into multiple phases, paves
the way for development by the end
of 2014 of first-responder robots—
both the software and the hardware
necessary
to
provide
disaster
assistance in all types of missions, such
as Fukushima, Deepwater Horizon oil
spill, Chilean Copiapo mine collapse,
and other crises that are too toxic or
hazardous for humans. Interestingly
enough, while TRACLabs is competing
to develop the ground-robot system
software for the robot, NASA’s
Johnson Space Center is competing
to develop the hardware—a topsecret entry that might fuse the
agility and strength of Robonaut with
the X1 Robotic
Exoskeleton—
designed
to
help
people
with
serious
ambulatory needs
walk again, walk
for
the
first
time, and aid
astronauts during NASA’s XI robotic exoskeleton
space travel and is designed to help people walk
and aid astronauts in space.
exploration.
TRACLabs’
success
with
government and military contracts
that advance the use of robotics for
hazardous or time-critical missions
has resulted in several patents, new
and expanding projects, and novel
applications.

Robotics Challenge –
Develop Robotic
Technology for
Disaster Response
TRACLabs is going
for the gold.

Images courtesy of DARPA

Tasks Become Herculean
TRACLabs hopes to be among the
six finalists who receive funding to
participate in the next phase of the
Robotics Challenge, which will be a live
simulation in December 2013, followed
by the final event in December 2014
at which time the robot must remove
debris blocking an entryway, open
a door and enter a building, climb an
industrial ladder, traverse an industrial
walkway, use a tool to break through
a concrete panel, locate and close
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The DARPA Robotics Challenge tests both robotics hardware and software development for first-responder ground
robot systems. While TRACLabs is a contender for the software development, NASA’s Johnson Space Center is
among seven entities developing hardware – a humanoid robot. Depicted above are several of those entries.

December 2012: TRACLabs
is one of eleven institutions
worldwide that is selected
for the DARPA competition.
TRACLabs is provided a grant of
$375,000.
June 2013: TRACLabs must
design the software systems that
enable the robot to perform
three highly complex tasks,
including driving a utility vehicle
on an obstacle course, walking
through a football-sized rubblestrewn field, and attaching a
hose to a spigot and turning on
the water. DARPA will select six
institutions to proceed to the
next event and will provide a
grant of $750,000.
December 2013: TRACLabs
anticipates being among the
six finalists in the competition
for robots to perform disaster
response operations that include
climbing an industrial ladder and
traversing an industrial walkway,
using a power tool to break
through a barrier, removing
debris, locating and closing
valves, and more. DARPA will
select three finalists to proceed
to the culminating event and
provide a grant of $1,000,000.
December 2014: TRACLabs
seeks to be the finalist for
the final Challenge Event,
an end-to-end disaster-style
scenario where the tasks are
even more complex, and the
winner receives a final prize of
$2,000,000.
www.cityofwebster.com
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The Robotics Challenge involves creating the “brains” and “brawn” software to power a human-like robot in
accomplishing three tasks – like driving a vehicle through an obstacle course.

The evolution of smart, agile
robots to handle hazardous and timecritical missions, as well as those
that require super-human strength
or machine-like attention, is at the
forefront of Webster’s TRACLabs.
The applications and implications
for advanced robotics are seemingly

endless—from the evacuation of
injured soldiers on the battlefield and
even applying medical treatments to
ameliorating the effects of a nuclear
explosion and even preventing the
disaster from occurring are scenarios
in which robots can play a highly
significant role.

Image courtesy of DARPA

As the field of robotics continually
evolves, TRACLabs is at the forefront
of innovation. An Air Force contract
to develop autonomous control
of satellites for defense purposes,
which is a program that detects
threats immediately and responds
instantaneously while eliminating
the lag time between air (satellite)
to ground (human) command,
builds upon TRACLabs’ expertise in
automated planning and execution of
plan systems.
Similarly, TRACLabs has been
working with NASA’s Johnson Space
Center to provide electronic operating
procedures and manage complicated
responses for Mission Control. This
automated, highly intelligent software
system that can process steps,
diagnose issues, and resolve problems
faster and more accurately than is
humanly possible has applications in
other fields, such as oil and gas.
In fact, TRACLabs is working on an
offshore drilling system that provides
robotic rig management and control.

Image courtesy of TRACLabs
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DARPA’s Robotics Challenge fosters the development of autonomous, decision-making, humanoid robots that are robust, dexterous, and
competent enough to respond to natural and human-made disasters. Tasks in the Challenge entail climbing industrial ladders, navigating obstacles,
using power tools, and locating objects within a dangerous, degraded, human-engineered environment.

www.cityofwebster.com
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Biotech Innovation inside the Medical Center of the South
Inside its global headquarters at
253 Medical Center Boulevard, IDEV
Technologies is revolutionizing the
treatment of liver and peripheral
artery disease by keeping ducts and
arteries open and functional with
its interwoven stent system. Since
1999, when IDEV was founded,
the company’s focus has been
on developing minimally invasive,
innovative products for use in the
interventional space—and this focus
has proven to be ground-breaking,
especially for the more than 30 million
Americans who have liver disease or
the 30 million people worldwide who
have peripheral arterial disease.
While IDEV’s Supera stent has
proven to be the “best in class” stent
for biliary use (relating to the bileproducing system—liver, gallbladder,
and associated ducts) in the United
States and Europe, recently, the
Supera Peripheral Stent System was
pronounced to be a promising, best
performing, and most impressive
stent for peripheral arterial use.
Stent Evolution
The term “stent,” which is defined
as a tubular device implanted inside a
blood vessel to keep the vessel open
or a device to hold tissue in place, was
named after a British dentist in the
late 1800s. The utilization of modernday stents evolved from problems
that interventional cardiologists faced
with their patients’ arteries closing or
collapsing after balloon angioplasty,
and it wasn’t until the early 1990s that
a stent was approved for this purpose
in the United States. Today, stents

The Supera stent offers outstanding radial strength
with unmatched flexibility, durability, and high
resistance to kinking, crushing, or fracture.

are employed for widespread use in a
variety of procedures, including nasal
reconstruction, gynecology, plastic
surgery, and cardiac surgery.
Minimally Invasive
Medical Technologies
IDEV has developed an ultra-strong,
flexible stent and precision delivery
system designed to treat specific
disorders. The Supera interwoven,
self-expanding nitinol stent used to
treat biliary disease and peripheral
vascular disease not only represents
a monumental leap from traditional,
highly invasive surgeries but also this
stent, unlike its competition, features
unmatched flexibility, durability, and
shape memory.
In conjunction with the Supera
Stent System, IDEV’s SurePath
guidewire, manufactured from a
proprietary alloy combining the
flexibility of nitinol with the strength
of stainless steel, has yielded fantastic
results for the Webster company.
While IDEV’s Supera stent has
been used worldwide to treat biliary
strictures, but internationally for
peripheral vascular therapy, the

company has completed a clinical trial
to obtain FDA approval for treatment
of peripheral vascular disease in the
U.S.
In January 2013, during the
largest endovascular interventions
conference in the world, Leipzig
Interventional Course (LINC), the
overwhelming success of the Supera
stent in extensive clinical trials for
patients with challenging peripheral
vascular
disease
was
touted.
The Supera stent’s proprietary
interwoven wire technology has
proven to restore and protect
vascular anatomy—better than other
stents on the market.
Worldwide Demand
IDEV’s resounding success with its
innovative stent design translates into
an expanding global presence where
more patients will have access to the
best treatment. IDEV has always had
a strong European and U.S. base, and,
now, the Supera System is utilized
in new markets, like Russia, Israel,
New Zealand, Australia, and Asia.
Certainly, the demand for the Supera
Stent System is escalating. The global
market has grown as a result of an
increase in vascular disease, diabetes,
and a more sedentary lifestyle. As
peripheral arterial disease affects
more than 30 million worldwide—
often due to hardening of the arteries
(atherosclerosis), which occurs when
cholesterol levels build up and cause
the arteries to narrow and restrict
blood flow, IDEV’s “best in class”
stent system provides an invaluable
remedy.

IDEV’s Supera Veritas precision delivery device (shown above) is used to deploy the Supera stent.

www.cityofwebster.com
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Webster unveils WeatherBug
weather alerts are available on the City’s
website (www.cityofwebster.com) or on
smart phones (iPhone or Android).

The City of Webster and Earth
Networks, operator of the largest
weather network, bring WeatherBug’s
up-to-the-second, accurate weather
information to Webster.
“As weather affects everyone,
installation of the WeatherBug system
demonstrates the City’s commitment to
public health and safety by providing upto-the-second data on weather events,”
says Joe Ferro, Webster’s Emergency
Management Coordinator.
Rather than relying on data from
distant
locations,
WeatherBug’s
professional grade station – located at
the Webster Police Station – reports
real-time, neighborhood-level weather
conditions. In addition, WeatherBug
gathers information from over 10,000
educational, emergency management,
and recreational institutions, as well as
the National Weather Service, to provide
forecasts and conditions nationwide.
WeatherBug information and severe

WeatherBug Weather
Station Components
1. Wind Sensor – Records wind speed
and direction.
2. Sensor Shelter – Records
temperature, relative humidity, heat
index, wind chill, barometric pressure,
dew point, wet bulb and more.
3. Rain Gauge – Measures and records
daily, monthly and yearly rainfall totals
and rain rate.
4. Lightning Sensor – Detects InCloud (IC) and Cloud-to-Ground (CG)
lightning.
5. High Definition, Pan-Tilt-Zoom
Camera – Incorporates state-of-theart image enhancement technologies
in a compact body that enables users
to capture clear and bright images and
video in challenging environments.

Award-Winning Christmas Lights
East of Highway 3

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

Honorable Mention

The Dolan’s

Charles Thorp

Anthony Lupret

The Waxman’s

18598 Anne Dr.

18503 Kings Row

19514 Old Galveston Rd.

516 West Fork

West of Highway 3

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

Honorable Mention

The Ratliff’s

The Gaines’

The Marcuccio’s

Cathy Cobb

415 Walnut

www.cityofwebster.com

216 Henrietta

327 Linda Lane
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Public Meeting Notes
November 6, 2012, City Council Meeting
• Authorized the closure of City streets for
the Bay Area Alliance for Youth and Families
7K Fun Run and 3K Umbrella-Walk from 6:30
a.m.-10:00 a.m. on Saturday, February 9, 2013.
(Unanimous).
• Approved and authorized the Mayor to
execute the award of a Homeland Security
Grant Program (HSGP) under the Urban Area
Security Initiative (UASI). (Unanimous).
• Approved the minutes of the Regular
Meeting of October 16, 2012 (Unanimous).

November 20, 2012, City Council Meeting
• Received a report, held a discussion and
gave direction to Staff regarding a proposal
from Bonner Carrington Corporation to
develop a 15 acre tract in Webster for a multifamily residential housing project with a target
population for adults 55 years of age and over.
• Received a report, held a discussion and
gave direction to Staff regarding the proposed
Youth Soccer League for the City of Webster.
• Failed a resolution supporting submittal
of the FM 270 Shared Use Path Project
to Texas Department of Transportation
for consideration in the Transportation
Enhancements Program 2012 call for projects
nomination.
• Failed a resolution supporting submittal
of the FM 528/NASA Parkway Shared
Use Path Project to Texas Department of
Transportation for consideration in the
Transportation Enhancements Program 2012
call for projects nomination.
• Received a report, held a discussion, and
gave Staff direction regarding the 2012 Draft
Impact Fee Study.
• Set a public hearing regarding the 2012
Impact Fee Study on January 15, 2013. (Myers,
Newland, Donehue, Waltz, Jones).
• Awarded a contract to Sigma Surveillance,
Inc. D/B/A STS 360 to replace the existing
camera system in the Police Department.
(Myers, Newland, Donehue, Waltz, Jones)
• Accepted the Investment Report for the
quarter ended September 30, 2012. (Myers,
Newland, Donehue, Waltz, Jones).
• Cancelled the second scheduled City
Council Meeting for December 18, 2012.
(Myers, Newland, Donehue, Waltz, Jones).
• Cancelled the first scheduled City Council
Meeting for January 1, 2013. (Myers, Newland,
Donehue, Waltz, Jones).
• Approved the minutes of the Regular
Meeting of November 6, 2012. (Myers,
Newland, Donehue, Waltz, Jones).
• Excused the absence of Alexandra Dietrich.
(Myers, Newland, Donehue, Waltz, Jones).

December 4, 2012, City Council Meeting
• Approved a resolution supporting submittal

of the FM 270 Shared Use Path Project
to Texas Department of Transportation
for consideration in the Transportation
Enhancements Program 2012 call for projects
nomination. This item was requested by
Councilmembers Bill Jones, Steve Waltz, and
Natalie Dolan. (Unanimous).
• Approved a resolution supporting submittal
of the FM 528/NASA Parkway Shared
Use Path Project to Texas Department of
Transportation for consideration in the
Transportation Enhancements Program 2012
call for projects nomination. This item was
requested by Councilmembers Bill Jones,
Steve Waltz, and Natalie Dolan. (Unanimous).
• Postponed a grant request by Medistar
to waive building permit and impact fees for
the Bay Area Regional Medical Center at 200
Blossom Street. (Unanimous).
• Failed to approve and authorize the Mayor
to execute a contract for Tourism Services
with Bay Area Houston Convention and
Visitors Bureau for Fiscal Year 2012-2013.
(Against: Myers, Newland, Dietrich, Waltz,
Dolan, Jones. For: Donehue).
• Failed to approve a resolution for the
application of Mariposa Webster LP to the
Texas Department of Housing and Community
Affairs for Housing Tax Credits acknowledging
a Revitalization Zone for the development of
multi-family residential housing with a target
population for adults 55 years of age and over
on an approximately 15 acre tract located
south of West NASA Parkway and West of
I-45. (Against: Myers, Newland, Dietrich,
Donehue. For: Waltz, Dolan, Jones).
• Failed to approve a resolution for the
application of Mariposa Webster LP to the
Texas Department of Housing and Community
Affairs for Housing Tax Credits and HOME
Funds, acknowledgement of Webster being
over the two times per capita of HTC units,
and support for the development of multifamily residential housing with a target
population for adults 55 years of age and over
on an approximately 15 acre tract located
south of West NASA Parkway and West of
I-45. (Against: Myers, Newland, Dietrich,
Donehue. For: Waltz, Dolan, Jones).
• Approved and authorized the Mayor to
execute an agreement with Maintenance
Solutions, Inc., to perform epoxy floor
removal and replacement at the Police
Department. (For: Myers, Newland, Donehue,
Dietrich, Dolan, Jones. Against: Waltz).
• Approved the purchase of furnishings
for the Central Fire Station from Jimenez
Contract Services, LLC. (For: Myers,
Newland, Donehue, Dietrich, Waltz, Jones.
Abstain: Dolan).
• Received a report and held a discussion
concerning the FEMA funded Gulf Coast
Hurricane Surge Study affecting the
Webster flood plains. (Flood Insurance Rate

Maps-FIRM).
• Approved the first reading of an ordinance
amending Section 62-33 and Section 62-38 of
Chapter 62 of the Code of Ordinances naming
the Director of Community Development as
Ex-Officio member of the Parks, Recreation,
and Beautification Board, deleting March as
the month to elect officers for the Parks,
Recreation, and Beautification Board, and
clarifying a permanent written record be
kept per State law. (For: Newland, Donehue,
Dietrich, Waltz, Dolan, Jones. Abstain: Myers).
• Appointed Floyd H. Myers, by acclamation,
as Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
City of Webster Tax Increment Reinvestment
Zone No. 1 (TIRZ) for a term ending January
1, 2014. (For: Newland, Donehue, Dietrich,
Waltz, Dolan, Jones. Abstain: Myers).
• Failed to approve the Mayor and City
Council’s annual cost of living stipend.
(Against: Newland, Donehue, Dietrich, Waltz,
Dolan, Jones. Abstain: Myers).
• Approved the minutes of the Regular
Meeting of November 20, 2012. (Unanimous)

January 15, 2013, City Council Meeting
• Approved the second reading of an
ordinance amending Section 62-33 and Section
62-38 of Chapter 62 of the Code of Ordinances
naming the Director of Community
Development as Ex-Officio member of the
Parks, Recreation, and Beautification Board,
deleting March as the month to elect officers
for the Parks, Recreation, and Beautification
Board, and clarifying a permanent written
record be kept per State law. (Unanimous).
• Set a public hearing regarding the
2012 Impact Fee Study on March 5, 2013.
(Unanimous).
• Approved a resolution authorizing the
redemption of Certificates of Obligation,
Series 2005. (Unanimous).
• Accepted the Comprehensive Annual
Financial Report (CAFR) for the Fiscal Year
ended September 30, 2012. (Unanimous).
• Approved a resolution calling the General
Municipal Election on May 11, 2013 for the
purpose of electing three councilmembers.
(Unanimous).
• Adopted a resolution supporting local
control over appointees to the Port of
Houston Authority. (Unanimous).
• Approved purchase of a boom-lift from
Equipment Depot LTD. (For: Myers, Newland,
Donehue, Waltz, Dolan, Jones. Against:
Dietrich).
• Received a report, held a discussion, and
gave direction to Staff regarding Walking Signs
regulations within the City of Webster.
• Approved the minutes of the Regular
Meeting of December 4, 2012 with revisions.
(Unanimous).
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City Officials

City Services

Mayor: Floyd Myers................................................................................. 281.332.1826
Council Position No. 1: Diana Newland.............................................281.332.1826
Council Position No. 2: Alexandra Dietrich........................................281.332.1826
Council Position No. 3: Mel Donehue.................................................281.332.1826
Council Position No. 4: Steve Waltz.....................................................281.332.1826
Council Position No. 5: Natalie Dolan................................................281.332.1826
Council Position No. 6: Bill Jones.......................................................... 281.332.1826

Animal Control.......................................................................................... 281.316.3700
City Trash Hauling.................................................................................... 281.316.3700
Civic Center Rental.................................................................................. 281.316.4114
Republic Services (residential).............................................................. 281.446.2030
Republic Services (commercial)........................................................... 713.849.0400
Tickets - To Pay By Credit Card............................................................ 281.338.6702
Utility Billing.............................................................................................. 281.316.4120
Water/Sewer Line Breaks...................................................................... 281.316.3700

City Offices – 101 Pennsylvania Ave.

Telephone & Utility Services

EMERGENCY Ambulance-Fire-Police....................................................................9-1-1
City Hall Main Switchboard.................................................................. 281.332.1826
Building Permits........................................................................................ 281.338.2925
Chief Building Official............................................................................. 281.316.4138
City Manager............................................................................................ 281.332.1826
City Secretary........................................................................................... 281.332.1826
City Planner............................................................................................... 281.316.4122
Code Enforcement................................................................................... 281.316.4106
Community Development Director.....................................................281.316.4129
Economic Development Director......................................................... 281.316.4116
Economic Development Specialist...................................................... 281.316.4135
Emergency Management ..................................................................... 281.316.3712
Environmental Health Inspector.......................................................... 281.316.4133
Finance Director....................................................................................... 281.316.4102
Fire Department (Non-Emergency)....................................................281.332.2711
Fire Station #1 – 17100 Texas Avenue.............................................281.332.2711
Fire Station #2 & Fire Marshal – 18208 Egret Bay Blvd.............281.332.2711
Human Resources (Personnel)............................................................. 281.332.1826
Marketing & Tourism.............................................................................. 281.316.4121
Municipal Court....................................................................................... 281.338.6702
Police Department (Non-Emergency)
217 Pennsylvania Ave............................................................................ 281.332.2426
Public Works Service Center................................................................. 281.316.3700
Recreation.................................................................................................. 281.316.4137
Webmaster................................................................................................ 281.316.4121

AT&T........................................................................................................... 800.464.7928
CenterPoint Energy.................................................................................. 281.534.4569
Comcast..................................................................................................... 800.776.9993
Reliant Energy.......................................................................................... 713.207.7777
Verizon........................................................................................................ 800.483.4000

Government Services

Clear Lake City Water Authority........................................................... 281.488.1164
Clear Lake Courthouse Annex.............................................................. 281.486.7250
Harris County Tax Office........................................................................ 713.224.1919
Harris County Public Health................................................................. 713.439.6000
Poison Control (UTMB).......................................................................... 800.222.1222
Texas Dept. of Public Safety (Drivers License).................................281.486.8242
U.S. Post Office, 17077 Texas Avenue................................................281.316.0379

Community Services

Bay Area Houston Convention and Visitors Bureau........................281.474.9700
Bay Area Houston Economic Partnership.........................................832.536.3255
Bay Area Houston Transportation Partnership.................................832.771.0773
Bay Area Turning Point Hotline (domestic violence, sexual assault, homeless).....281.286.2525
Clear Lake Area Chamber of Commerce..........................................281.488.7676
Clear Lake City-County Freeman Branch Library............................281.488.1906
Innovative Alternatives............................................................................ 832.864.6000
Interfaith Caring Ministries................................................................... 281.332.3881

City Council

Diana Newland
Council Position 1

Alexandra Dietrich
Council Position 2

Mel Donehue
Council Position 3

Floyd H. Myers
Mayor

Steve Waltz

Council Position 4

Natalie Dolan
Council Position 5

Bill Jones

Council Position 6

